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Chapter-1  KNOWING OUR NUMBERS                                            ( Text Book Page No: 1 to 27) 

 

I. Fill in the blanks  

       a) 1 million = ____________  lakhs 

       b) 1 crore = _____________ millions 

       c) 10 lakh  = __________ ten thousands 

       d) 1 million  = ____________ ten thousands  

II. Find the greatest and smallest 5-digit  number using 5,7,0,1 

III. Insert commas suitably and write the number names in Indian System and International System. 

a) 1034289      b) 53460098      c) 10040020   d) 86102707      e) 40057190 

 

IV. Place commas correctly and write the following as numerals. 

        a) Seventy two crore fifteen thousand twenty one 

        b) Sixty thousand sixteen 

      c) Thirteen million four hundred one 

        d) Twenty two million twenty five 

     e) Fifteen lakh seven thousand 

 

V. Round off the following to nearest tens. 

a) 654      b) 109       c) 857      d)  312 

 

VI. Round off the following to nearest hundreds. 

       a)   3126     b)  4721      c) 8975    d) 1069 

VII. Estimate and find the value of each of the following to nearest hundreds. 

a) 4,889 + 599 +2,534          b)  896 - 324         c)  23,354 - 12,587 

VIII. Estimate the following products by rounding off to nearest hundreds. 

a)   241 X 142         b)   2571  x 629       c)    6238 x 498 
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IX. Word Problems: 

a) 5 litre 625 ml juice is poured into glasses.  How many glasses, each of 125ml capacity , can be filled? 

b) A merchant placed order for 125 chairs. Each chair costs Rs.600 . If he had Rs. 84,500, how much 

money would be left with him after the purchase? 

c) A machine, on an average, manufactures 2735 screws on a day. How many screws did  it produce in the 

month of January 2020. 

d) Population of two cities in the year 2001 was 12,25,756 and 19,21,247. What was the total population 

of the two cities in that year? 

****************************************************** 

Chapter -2: WHOLE NUMBERS                                      ( Text Book Page No: 28 to 45) 

 

I. Fill in the blanks  

 

1) Which is the smallest whole number? 

     (a) 1  (b) 0   (c) 2    (d) -1 

 

2) Fill in the blank to make the statement true. 

     6245 + (631 + 751) = (631 + …………) + 751 

     (a) 6245  (b) 751  (c) 200  (d) 231 

 

3) 5 divided by 0 is 

     (a) 5 (b) 0    (c) 1  (d) not defined 

 

4) 0 divided by 6 is: 

     (a) 6 (b) 0    (c) 1    (d) 60 

 

5) Which natural number has no predecessor? 

      (a) 1 (b)2 c) None of these d)0 

 

6)   State True or False: 

   (a)  0 is the smallest natural number. 

   (b)  10000 is the predecessor of 9999. 

   (c)  Whole number 23 lies between 24 and 25. 

   (d)  0 is less than every natural number. 

 

7)  Write the predecessor and successor of 

       (a) 399  (b) 15000 
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8)  Find the product by suitable rearrangement: 

( a) 8 × 5678 × 25    (b) 2 x 356 x 50 

 

9)  Find the product using suitable properties 

       (a) 387 x 103 (b) 548 x 102  ( c) 637 x 1005  (d ) 294 x 106 

 

10)  Write the next three consecutive whole numbers of the following numbers: 

        (a)39359   (b)863215 

 

11) Find the value of the following: 

( a) 86279 x 96 + 4 x 86279 (b) 34265 x 185 – 34265 x 85 

 

12) Find the sum by suitable rearrangement: 

    (a) 855 + 208 + 245    (b) 1983 + 558 +217 + 442 

 

13) How many whole numbers are there between 24 and 48? 

 

14)  Find using number line. 

( a ) 8 – 5    ( b ) 2+5  ( c ) 3 x 2 

 

15)  A loading tempo can carry 482 boxes of biscuits weighing 15 kg each , where as a van carry     518 boxes 

each of  the same weight. Find the total weight that can be carried by both the vehicles? 

 

                         ***************************** 

Chapter- 3   PLAYING WITH NUMBERS                                      (Text Book Page No: 46 to 68) 

 

 I. Fill in the blanks: 

 

 1)  The greatest one digit composite number is ______________  . 

      a) 2              b)  4                  c)   9                 d) none of these 

 

 2)  LCM of  5 and 6 is ___________________ . 

      a) 5        b)  6     c)    15        d)  30 

  

3)  HCF of two consecutive odd numbers is ______________. 

      a)  1      b)   their product     c) 0          d)  sum of the numbers 
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4) Two prime numbers whose difference is two are called _____________ numbers . 

      a) Composite          b) twin prime      c)   even numbers    d) odd numbers 

 

5) A number is divisible by 15, if it is divisible by 3 and  5 _________ ( True/ False) 

 

 II. Solve 

 

 6) Write down the factors of:  

(a) 65  (b) 48 

 

 7) Write first five multiples of:  

     (a) 15             (b) 24 

 

 8)  Which of the following numbers are co-prime? 

 (a) 8 and 15 (b) 17 and 34 

 

9)  Write the prime numbers between 10 and 40.  

 

10)  Express 54 as the sum of two odd prime numbers.  

 

11)  Find the LCM of 5 and 20. 

 

12)  Find the HCF of 24,16 and 18. 

 

13) Three bells toll at intervals of 9, 12 and 15 minutes. If they start tolling together, after what time they will 

next toll together?  

 

14) Three boys step off together from the same place. If their steps measure 36cm, 48cm and 54cm, at what 

distance from the starting point will they step together?  

 

15)  Using the divisibility test, determine which of the following are divisible by 2,3,4,5,6,8 and 9:  

(a) 2050  (b) 21708      c) 438752     d) 1490184 

 

16)  Determine the smallest 3-digit number which is exactly divisible by  8,12 and 16 . 
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Chapter-4 BASIC GEOMETRICAL IDEAS                                         (Text Book Page No: 69 to 85) 

 

1)  _____________number of lines can pass through one given point . 

     (a) one (b) two  (c) countless (d) none 

 

2)  The region in the interior of a circle enclosed by an arc on one side and a pair of radii on the     other two 

sides is _____________ . 

    (a) arc (b) segment (c) diameter (d) sector 

 

3)  The line segments forming a polygon are called _______________ . 

     (a) vertex   (b) sides (c) angle (d) curve 

 

4)  Two distinct lines meeting at a point are called ________________ . 

     (a) collinear lines (b) intersecting lines (c) parallel lines (d) none of these 

 

5)  An angle is made up of two____________ starting from common end point. 

     (a) vertex (b) lines (c) rays  (d) line segments 

 

 6) Draw any circle and mark  (a) its centre.  (b) a radius  (c) a diameter     (d) a sector 

      (e) a segment.    f) an arc 

 

7)  Using the given figure, name the following: 

 

 (a) Line containing point M. 

 (b) Line passing through four points. 

 (c) Line passing through three points. 

 (d) Two pairs of intersecting lines. 
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8) Draw a rough sketch of     (a)open curve   (b) closed curve 

 

9)  Count and name all the angles in the given figure. 

                                  
 

10) (a) Identify the number of triangles in the given figure. 

       (b) Write the names of all triangles. 

                              
 

11) Draw a rough sketch of a quadrilateral ABCD. State, 

 (a) two pairs of opposite sides, 

 (b) two pairs of opposite angles, 

 (c) two pairs of adjacent sides, 

 (d) two pairs of adjacent angles 

 

12)   
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 (a) Write the Diameter in the figure 

 (b) Write the radius in the figure 

 (c) Write the chord in the figure 

 (d) Identify the sector 

 (e) Identify the segment 

 

13) Draw rough diagrams of two angles such that they have 

 (а) One point in common. 

 (b) Two points in common. 

 

 

                 **************************************** 

Chapter-5: UNDERSTANDING ELEMENTARY SHAPES          (Text Book Page No:86  to 112) 

 

I.Fill in the blanks: 

 

1) An angle whose measure is equal to half of a revolution is a______________    angle. 

 

2) An angle whose measure is greater than 90°, but less than 180°, is called a  

   _________________angle. 

 

3)  A triangle can have ________________ right angle. 

 

4)  When two lines intersect at a right angle, then the lines are said to be   

    ___________________. 

 

5)  A triangle having three equal sides is called an_________________________. 

 

6)  Name the triangle: ΔPQR such that PQ=8.7cm   QR=6cm   PR=7cm. 

 

7)  In a triangle if each angle is less than 90°, then the triangle is called an 

 _________________________triangle. 

 

II.Match the following: 

(a)Reflex angle                                                            12 edges 

(b)Acute angle                                                             obtuse angled triangle 

(c) 1 right angle with two sides of equal length           more than half revolution 

(d) Cube                                                                        6 sides 

(e) 1 obtuse angle                                                          less than 90° 

(f) Hexagon                                                                  isosceles right angled triangle 
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III.Answer the following: 

 

1)  What fraction of a clockwise revolution does the hour hand of the clock turn through, when it goes from 3 to 

9? 

 

2)  Where will the hour hand of a clock stop if it starts from 8 and turns through 2 right angles? 

 

3)  Which direction will you face if you start facing east and make ½ of a revolution clock wise? 

 

4)  Name the ΔDEF with m∟D=30° ,m∟E=70°,  m∟F=80°. 

 

5) Name a quadrilateral with 2 pairs of opposite sides are parallel . 

 

 

6)  Draw a quadrilateral ABCD and name the following. 

   

 a) sides   b) angles   c) diagonals   d) opposite sides 

 

7)  Measure and classify the  angles            
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Chapter-6   INTEGERS                                                        (Text Book Page No: 113 to 132) 

 

1) Fill in the blanks: 

a) The greatest negative integer is —————– 

b) ———- is an integer which is neither positive nor negative. 

 

2) Write all integers between  

          a) 0 and 6               b) -3 and 3 

 

3) Using the number line , write the integer which is :. 

    a) 6 less than -2      b)  5 more than -7. 

 

4) Find the sum of  : 

           a)  -8, 23, -32 and 17    b) : (9) +(-4) +(6) +(-3) 

 

5) Subtract  :  

             a)   -30   from  62      b) +15  from  -27  

 

6)  Write opposite of the following : 

          a) Decrease in temperature       b) 250 m below the sea level 

 

7) Write the following numbers with appropriate sign : 

         a) 23°C below 0°C temperature   b) A deposit of rupees 300  

 

8) Find the sum of: 

           a)  19 + (-8)       b) (-11) + 12  

c)  (-7) +(-23)     d) 17 + (-34) 

 

9)  Find  

           a) (-54) – (-45)      b)  20 – (-25) 

c)  (-67) – 37         d)  72  – 99 

10) Find  

a) (-9)-10-(-12)        b) 45-23-(-66)   

 

                       ************************************** 
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 Chapter-7     FRACTIONS                                                             (Text Book Page No: 133 to 163) 

 

1. Which of the following is an improper fraction? 

(a) ¼(b) 3/8(c) 11/3(d) 2/5 

 

2. What fraction of ₹ 1 is 25 paise?  

 

3. Express as a mixed fraction 

a) 25/3b)   18/5   c)  48/5   d)  68/7 

 

4. Draw a number line and locate the points on them. 

a)  2/3, 4/3, 5/3, 1/3 

b) 3/7, 5/7 , 6/7 , 7/7 

 

5. Express as improper fraction  

a) 5 ¼ b)   2 3/8  c)  15 1/3   d) 7 8/9  

 

6. Write five equivalent fractions of each  

a) 3/2   b) 5/7 c)  4/9 

 

7. Reduce the fractions to its simplest form 

a) 35/45 b) 60/12  c) 17/51 d) 56/ 72 

 

8. Arrange the following in ascending order 

a) 15/9 , 15/5, 15/2, 15/7, 15/13, 15/4 

b) 2/9,8/9, 3/9, 1/9, 10/9, 5/9 

c) 1/3,7/4,5/9 

 

9. Compare and put appropriate sign 

a) ½  ---3/5.     b) 3/4 …. 2/3.    c) 1/3…2/5.    d)  3/10…..11/15 e).  12/48 …14/42 

 

10. Find the equivalent fraction of 4/9  with  a) numerator 24      b)  Denominator 72 

 

11. Replace in each of the following by correct number 

a) 5/8 =..../ 40     b) …/9 = 49/63     c) 4/…. = 32/72 

 

12. Answer the following  

a) Which is greater 3/2 or 4/3 

b) Which is smaller 5/10  or 7/15 
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13. Add  

a) 4/15 + 8/15    b) 4/3 + 12/15   c) 
 

 
+ 

 

 
+ 

 

 
   

 

14. Subtract  

a)1 – 2/5         b) 7 
 

 
– 3 

 

 
         c) 2 

 

 
from  3

 

 
   

 

15. Amina bought 7 
 

  
 kg of wheat and Reetu bought 5 

 

 
 kg of wheat. Find the total quantity of wheat 

bought by both of them? 

 

16. Sam read 5/6 part of a book. Preeti read 1/6 part of that book. What more part was read by Sam than 

Preeti? 

                                       ****************** 


